Gaming Laboratories International (GLI®) Encourages Clients to
Leave Nothing to Chance at Global Gaming Expo (G2E) 2016
LAS VEGAS, NV (September 15, 2016) – Regulators, suppliers and operators should leave nothing to
chance when it comes to important business decisions and staying current on the gaming industry’s
policies and procedures. Gaming Laboratories International (GLI®) is here to help. The company’s
experts will be at Global Gaming Expo (G2E) 2016 in booth #4430 to not only offer strategically driven
advice to their clients, but also exhibit their wide range of services, which include (but are not limited
to):
 Field Inspections
 GLI University® Training and Regulators Roundtables
 Lottery Testing
 Network Risk Assessments
 Quality Assurance Testing
 Regulatory/Jurisdictional Consultation
 Tribal Consultation
Beyond GLI’s international technological capabilities, the company is completely integrated, which helps
keep pace with the speed of innovation and allows GLI to offer its clients so much more. In addition to
world-class testing, GLI offers a full range of capabilities beyond testing, including training and tools for
today’s land-based and online gaming world.
GLI’s Vice President of Global Services Ian Hughes said, “GLI’s goal is to help our clients be successful in
their gaming industry endeavors, which is why we pride ourselves on being a one-stop shop for testing,
certification and professional services. Our team of world-class professionals wants to serve as your
global resource and knowledge bank, and we are committed to providing you with efficient and
effective business solutions.”
Join GLI at G2E booth #4430 Sept. 27-29 and open a world of possibilities. To register for a
complimentary exhibit hall pass, please visit http://bit.ly/FreePassG2E.
About Gaming Laboratories International
Gaming Laboratories International, LLC delivers the highest quality land-based, lottery and iGaming
testing and assessment services. GLI’s laboratory locations are found on six continents, and the
company holds U.S. and international accreditations for compliance with ISO/IEC 17025, 17020, and
17065 standards for technical competence in the gaming, wagering and lottery industries. For more
information, visit www.gaminglabs.com.
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